CORE SHED MANAGER

Extensive Core Tracking & Management

WHO USES CORE SHED MANAGER?

- Geologists
Core Shed Manager is the ideal asset management tool that helps track the physical locations of your stored core. Customisable to your specific storage capacity, Core Shed Manager provides an intuitive way to quickly find the next storage location and retrieve any currently assigned ones. Use barcode labels to streamline the data entry process and eliminate transcription errors while in the core shack. Make use of the interactive 3D tools to graphically store and discard your core.

KEY BENEFITS

✅ Secure Centralised Repository
Store your validated data in a secure and centralised repository that can seamlessly integrate with Fusion GDMS.

✅ Accurate Data Management
Manage the physical storage location of core boxes and sample bags with accurate records.

✅ Customisable to Your Unique Needs
Customise storage units based on the physical layout of your own core shed.

CORE SHED MANAGER SECTIONS

Core Storage
Easily store your core assets by first selecting the desired Storage Unit, entering in the Core Box/Sample Bag parameters, finding the storage locations and then storing the Core Box/Sample Bag.

Core to be Discarded
Easily remove Core Boxes from the Storage Unit when they have been physically discarded.

Reporting
Easily generate reports for Core Boxes, Sample Bags and Storage Units and export them to various formats.

Labels
Create custom barcode label templates including the ability to customise width, height, border colour, background colour, corner radius, font type & font size.

Facility Management
Create a hierarchy of Storage Facilities/Storage Locations/Storage Units that emulate the physical location and layout of your Core Shed.

Synchronisation
All configurations are completed in a central database which ensures data integration and accuracy. Changes are synchronised down to each Local database, making sure all databases at all levels carry the same information.

BOOK A DEMO

https://www.dataminesoftware.com
sales@dataminesoftware.com
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